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  Assam Schedule VII Form No. 132 

  HIGH COURT FORM NO (J) 2 

HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT 

District : Sonitpur 

IN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF NO 1, TEZPUR , SONITPUR  

PRESENT----  Aklima Begum, AJS 

    Munsiff No1,  

Sonitpur, Tezpur 

Tuesday, the  28th  day of  February 2017  

   Title Suit No   116/15  

 Jitendra Narayan Roy 

.......................Plaintiff 

 

1) Sri  Runu Roy @ Rana Roy 

2) Sri Sankar Roy 

 

.................................Defendants 

 

This suit coming on final hearing on 17/2/2017 in presence of  

Advocate for the plaintiff.....Sri S.Misra and others 

Advocate for the defendants....  Not represented.  

     

And having stood for consideration to this day, the court delivered the 

following judgment:- 

JUDG M E N T 

1) This is a suit for declaration and for eviction and for permanent injunction. 

 

2) The plaintiff has stated that Sri Sachindra Chandra Roy i.e father of plaintiff 

was the owner and possessor of land measuring 1 bigha 2 katha 16 lessas 

covered by P.P no 174 under dag no 298 of village Monujuligaon.  It is stated 
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that previously  the above land was part of land covered by P.P no 100 : 140 

:76 : 180 : 700 (old) under dag no 157 : 158 : 298 :299: 320 : 166(old) . 

Besides the above land , Sachindra Roy had other land at Vill:- Monujuligaon. 

It is stated that Sachindra Chandra Roy died in the year 195  leaving his sons 

1) Brajendra Narayan Roy, 2) Jitendra Narayan Roy i.e plaintiff and 3)  Gopal 

Chandra  Roy as his legal heir who become joint owner of the said schedule  

and have been jointly possessing the schedule land.  

 

3) It is stated that in the year 1980  1) Brajendra Narayan Roy, 2) Jitendra 

Narayan Roy i. e plaintiff and 3)  Gopal Chandra  Roy have amicably 

partitioned the joint properties and as per amicable partition, in land 

measuring 12 bigha 4 katha 18 lessas covered by P.P no 100( old) 

181(new) under dag no 157(old) 299(new), Gopal Chandra Roy  get 

his share land measuring  3 bigha 2 katha 4 lessas of land  and 1 bigha 2 

kathas 16 lessas of the same village in P.P no 100:140(old) 174(new) 

under dag no 158 (old) 298(new) . 

 

4) It is also stated that Gopal Chandra Roy in the year 1986 decided to sale 

some portion of his land to the plaintiff as he was in need of money and 

plaintiff was also willing to purchase the same from him but since no perfect 

partition was taken place it has become to execute sale deed so the plaintiff 

and his elder brother Brajendra Narayan Roy jointly  executed a registered 

Deed of Relinquishment being no 900 dated 15/7/86 for the year 1986 in 

favour of their brother Gopal Chandra Roy and relinquished  their share in the 

land measuring 3 bigha 2 katha 4 lessas covered by P.P no  100 (old) 181 

(new) under dag no 157(old) 299(new) and land measuring  1bigha 2 katha 

16 lessas covered by P.P no 100: 140(old) 174 (new) under dag no 158(old) 

298(new).  

 

5) It is stated that after execution of  registered  relinquishment being no 900 for 

the year 1986, on the same day i,e on 15/7/1986 Gopal Chandra Roy 

sold land measuring  2 katha 10 lessas out of total land measuring 1 

bigha 2 katha  16 lessas covered by P.P no 100 : 140 (old) 174( new) 

under dag no 158(old) 298(new) of vill :- Monujuligaon  to plaintiff 
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on sale consideration of Rs 2000/- by registered sale deed no 901 

for the year 1986 and on the same day i. e 15/7/1986 delivered 

possession to plaintiff as such the plaintiff has become owner and 

possessor of suit land by right of  purchase and possession. 

 

6) It is stated that brother of plaintiff Gopal Chandra Roy on 4/4/88 sold land 

measuring 1 katha out of total out of total land measuring 1 bigha 2 kaths 16 

lessas  covered by P.P no 100 : 140 : 76 (old) 174(new) under dag no 298 of  

village Monujuligaon to the plaintiff on sale consideration of Rs 4000/- vide 

registered  sale deed no 292 for year 1988 of Dhekiajuli Sub Registry Office 

and delivered possession on the same day to plaintiff and plaintiff has become  

owner and possessor of the said purchase land by right of purchase and  

possession. 

 

7) It is stated that by executing registered sale deed no 901 dated 15/7/1986 

and registered sale deed no 292 dated 4/4/88 Gopal  Chandra Roy sold and 

delivered possession of total land measuring 3 kathas 10 lessas out of total 

land measuring 1 bigha 2 katha 16 lessas covered by P.P no 174 under dag no 

298 of Vill : Monujuligaon to plaintiff which is a compact plot of land. 

Thereafter the plaintiff has mutated his name in the record of rights and has 

been paying the land revenue for the said land.  It is stated that plaintiff and 

his son have been possessing the schedule A land. 

 

8) It is stated that plaintiff on 20/6/2014 executed  registered General power of 

attorney no 92 for the year  2014 in favour of his son Sri Niranjan Roy to look 

after and manage the schedule land.  It is also stated that Brajendra Ch. Roy 

died in the year 2003 and Gopal Chandra Roy died in the year 2010. 

 

9) It is further stated that plaintiff on 26/3/2014 filed petition for demarcation of 

the schedule land before the circle Officer, before Dhekiajuli Revenue Circle 

being demarcation case no 20/14 in which notices were issued to pattadar on 

7/6/2014 and lat  mandal went to schedule land for measurement but 

defendant no 1 obstructed the laat mandal in measuring the schedule land. 

And on 10/6/2014 in a most illegal manner forcibly trespassed into 
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the suit land.  When resisted by the plaintiff, the defendant  again 

obstructed the laat mandal for which the plaintiff has to lodge FIR.. It is 

stated that on and from 10/6/2014 the defendant have been  possessing the 

schedule land illegally and they are liable to be evicted. The plaintiff has 

prayed for passing decree declaring his right title and interest and for eviction 

of defendant from the suit land.  It is stated that even defendant no 1 also 

purchased 15 lessas of land from his father Gopal Ch Roy.  

 

10) The defendants have contested the suit by filing written statement wherein it 

is stated that  suit is not maintainable, there is no cause of action, the suit is 

barred by limitation.  The defendant have admitted that  Sachindra Chandra 

Roy i.e father of plaintiff was the owner and possessor of land measuring 1 

bgha 2 katha 16 lessas covered by P.P no 174 under dag no 298 of village 

Monujuligaon.  It is stated that previously  the above land was part of land 

covered by P.P no 100 : 140 :76 : 180 : 700 (old) under dag no 157 : 158 : 

298 :299: 320 : 166(old) . Besides the above land , Sachindra Roy had other 

land at Vill Monujuligaon. It is stated that Sachindra Chandra Roy died in the 

year 1957  leaving his sons 1) Brajendra Narayan Roy, 2) Jitendra Narayan 

Roy i.e plaintiff and 3)  Gopal Chandra  Roy as his legal heir who become joint 

owner of the said schedule  and have been jointly possessing the schedule 

land. 

 

11) It is stated that plaintiff was never in possession of suit land and there was no 

amicable settlement as stated by plaintiff. The defendant denied the 

statement that “Gopal Chandra Roy in the year 1986 decided to sale some 

portion of his land to the plaintiff as he was in need of money and plaintiff 

was also willing to purchase the same from him but since no perfect partition 

was taken place it has become to execute sale deed so the plaintiff and his 

elder brother Brajendra Narayan Roy jointly  executed a registered Deed of 

Relinquishment being no 900 dated 15/7/86 for the year 1986 in favour of 

their brother Gopal Chandra Roy and relinquished  their share in the land 

measuring 3 bigha 2 katha 4 lessas covered by P.P no  100 (old) 181 (new) 

under dag no 157(old) 299(new) and land measuring  1 bigha 2 katha 16 

lessas covered by P.P no 100: 140(old) 174 (new) under dag no 158(old) 
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298(new). And that  after execution of  registered  relinquishment being no 

900 for the year 1986, on the same day i,e on 15/7/1986 Gopal Chandra 

Roy sold land measuring  2 katha 10 lessas out of total land 

measuring 1 bigha 2 katha  16 lessas covered by P.P no 100 : 140 

(old) 174( new) under dag no 158(old) 298(new) of vill :- 

Monujuligaon  to plaintiff on sale consideration of Rs 2000/- by 

registered sale deed no 901 for the year 1986 and on the same day i. 

e 15/7/1986 delivered possession to plaintiff as such the plaintiff 

has become owner and possessor of suit land by right of  purchase 

and possession.”  

12) It is also stated that Gopal Ch Roy never sold any portion of land in favour of 

plaintiff on 4/4/88. It is denied  that “by executing registered sale deed no 

901 dated 15/7/1986 and registered sale deed no 292 dated 4/4/88 Gopal  

Chandra Roy sold and delivered possession of total land measuring 3 kathas 

10 lessas out of total land measuring 1 bigha 2 katha 16 lessas covered by P.P 

no 174 under dag no 298 of Vill : Monujuligaon to plaintiff which is a compact 

plot of land. Thereafter the plaintiff has mutated his name in the record of 

rights and has been paying the land revenue for the said land.”  

 

13) It is also denied that Genera Power of attorney was executed in favour of son 

of plaintiff by plaintiff and that his son has been possessing and looking after 

the suit land.  It is stated that plaintiff and his son have been possessing the 

schedule A land. It is also denied that Brajendra Roy died in the year 2003 

and Gopal Roy died in the year 2010. The defendant also denied about filing 

of demarcation case, measurement of suit land by laat mandal, allegd 

threatening by defendant. It is stated that defendant are the absolute owner 

and possessor of suit land and defendant have right , title and interest over 

schedule  land and has been paying land revenue for the suit land.  In view of 

the above, the defendant has prayed for dismissal of the suit. 

 

14) After going through the pleading of both parties following issues 

were framed by my learned predecessor. 

 

1) Whether there is any cause of action for this suit? 
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2) Whether the suit is maintainable? 

3) Whether the plaintiff has right title and interest over suit 

land? 

4) Whether the defendants have been illegally possessing the 

suit land since 10/6/2014  ? 

 

5) Whether the plaintiff is entitled to the decree as prayed for? 

 

 

The plaintiff side has adduced evidence of 3 PWs and has exhibited some 

documents in support of their case. The defendant side has not adduced 

evidence of any DWs in support of their case and has not exhibited any 

documents.  

The defendants initially appeared and filed written statement but at the stage 

of PWs evidence the defendant remained absent till passing of this 

judgements. 

I have heard the arguments advanced by the learned counsel for the plaintiff 

and perused the material on record. The material on record and submission 

made on behalf of the plaintiff have received due consideration of this court. 

15) Discussion, Decision and Reason thereof 

16) Issue no 1 :- Whether there is any cause of action for the suit? 

The defendant no 1 and 2 in their written statement has claimed that there is 

no cause of action for the suit. Cause of action is nothing but bundle of fact 

which is asserted by one party and denied by other. The plaintiff has claimed 

title over suit on the basis of sale deed. The plaintiff has claimed that Gopal Ch 

Roy has sold the suit land to him by executing the two registered sale deed 

bearing no 901 dated 15/7/1986 and sale deed no 292 of 1988. The defendants 

have denied the execution of abovementioned sale deed and claimed that 

defendants have right, title and interest over suit land. As stated above cause 

of action is nothing but bundle of facts which is asserted by one and denied by 

others. From the assertion and denial made by plaintiff and defendant, as 
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stated above, this Court is of the opinion that there is cause of action for the 

suit. 

 

This issue no 1 is   decided  in affirmative. 

 

17) Issue No 2 -: Whether the suit is maintainable  ? 

 

The defendants have challenged the maintainability of the suit in his written 

statement and simply stated that the suit is not maintainable. But there is no 

specific averment in the written statement as to how and in what 

circumstances the suit is not maintainable. In absence of any specific pleading 

this Court is of the opinion that suit is maintainable. Moreover, maintainability 

of suit depends upon pleadings of parties. The plaintiff has filed this suit 

seeking declaration of his right, title and interest over suit land. . The 

pleadings of the parties do not disclose any procedural defect barring the 

jurisdiction of this court to try this suit. Therefore this Court is of the 

considered opinion that this suit is maintainable in its present form. 

 

Accordingly issue No (2) is decided in affirmative in favour of the plaintiff. 

 

18) Issue no 3:-  Whether the plaintiff has right , title and interest over 

suit land?  

 

From the pleading of parties it appears that admittedly Sri Sachindra Chandra 

Roy i.e father of plaintiff was the owner and possessor of land measuring 1 

bigha 2 katha 16 lessas covered by P.P no 174 under dag no 298 of village 

Monujuligaon.  Admittedly previously  the above land was part of land covered 

by P.P no 100 : 140 :76 : 180 : 700 (old) under dag no 157 : 158 : 298 :299: 

320 : 166(old) . Admittedly, besides the above land , Sachindra Ch. Roy had 

other land at Vill:- Monujuligaon. Admittedly,  Sachindra Chandra Roy died in 

the year 195  leaving his sons 1) Brajendra Narayan Roy, 2) Jitendra Narayan 

Roy i.e plaintiff and 3)  Gopal Chandra  Roy as his legal heir who become joint 
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owner of the said schedule  and have been jointly possessing the schedule 

land.  

 

The plaintiff has sought his right, title and interest over suit land and stated 

that Gopal Ch Roy has sold suit land to him vide two registered sale deed 

bearing no 901 dated 15/7/1986 and sale deed no 292 of 1988. 

 

Section 101 of Indian Evidence Act provides that whoever desires 

any court to give judgment as to any legal right or liability 

dependant on the existence of facts which he asserts must prove 

that those facts exists. When a person is bound to prove existence of 

any facts, it is said that the burden of proof lies on that person. 

 

Section 102 of Indian Evidence Act provide that the burden of proof in a 

suit or proceeding lies on that person who would fail if no evidence 

at all were  given on either side.  

   

Since the plaintiff is seeking right title and interest over suit land on 

the basis of two sale deed which is denied by the defendants hence 

as per section 101 and 102 of Evidence Act the burden of proving the 

execution of sale deed lies on plaintiff  who has to prove the due 

execution of  sale deed as per section law.  

19) To substantiate the claim, the plaintiff  has examined him as PW 1 

and deposed that plaintiff have right, title and interest over suit 

land. PW 1 has deposed that in the year 1980  1) Brajendra Narayan Roy, 

2) Jitendra Narayan Roy i. e plaintiff and 3)  Gopal Chandra  Roy have 

amicably partitioned the joint properties and as per amicable partition, in land 

measuring 12 bigha 4 katha 18 lessas covered by P.P no 100( old) 

181(new) under dag no 157(old) 299(new), Gopal Chandra Roy  get 

his share land measuring  3 bigha 2 katha 4 lessas of land  and 1 bigha 2 

kathas 16 lessas of the same village in P.P no 100:140(old) 174(new) 

under dag no 158 (old) 298(new) . 
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The evidence of PW 1 regarding amicable partition as mentioned above 

remained un-assailed and intact since the defendants have not cross 

examined the PW nor led any rebuttal evidence to rebut the claim of plaintiff. 

The evidence of PW 1 is supported and corroborated by evidence and PW 2 

and PW 3 who also deposed that in the year 1980  1) Brajendra Narayan Roy, 

2) Jitendra Narayan Roy i. e plaintiff and 3)  Gopal Chandra  Roy have 

amicably partitioned the joint properties and as per amicable partition, in land 

measuring 12 bigha 4 katha 18 lessas covered by P.P no 100( old) 

181(new) under dag no 157(old) 299(new), Gopal Chandra Roy  get 

his share land measuring  3 bigha 2 katha 4 lessas of land  and 1 bigha 2 

kathas 16 lessas of the same village in P.P no 100:140(old) 174(new) 

under dag no 158 (old) 298(new). The evidence of PW 2 and PW  

regarding amicable partition as mentioned above remained un-assailed and 

intact since the defendants have not cross examined the PW nor led any 

rebuttal evidence to rebut the claim of plaintiff. 

 

In view of the evidence of PW 1 and 2 and 3 which remained un-assailed and 

intact this Court finds is of the view that  in the year 1980 movable partition 

took place between 1) Brajendra Narayan Roy, 2) Jitendra Narayan Roy i. e 

plaintiff and 3)  Gopal Chandra  Roy and as per amicable partition, in land 

measuring 12 bigha 4 katha 18 lessas covered by P.P no 100( old) 

181(new) under dag no 157(old) 299(new), Gopal Chandra Roy  get 

his share land measuring  3 bigha 2 katha 4 lessas of land  and 1 bigha 2 

kathas 16 lessas of the same village in P.P no 100:140(old) 174(new) 

under dag no 158 (old) 298(new). 

 

 

20) PW 1 also deposed that  Gopal Chandra Roy in the year 1986 decided to sale 

some portion of his land to the plaintiff as he was in need of money and 

plaintiff was also willing to purchase the same from him but since no perfect 

partition was taken place it has become to execute sale deed so the plaintiff 

and his elder brother Brajendra Narayan Roy jointly  executed a 
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registered Deed of Relinquishment being no 900 dated 15/7/86 for 

the year 1986 in favour of their brother Gopal Chandra Roy and 

relinquished  their share in the land measuring 3 bigha 2 katha 4 

lessas covered by P.P no  100 (old) 181 (new) under dag no 157(old) 

299(new) and land measuring  1bigha 2 katha 16 lessas covered by 

P.P no 100: 140(old) 174 (new) under dag no 158(old) 298(new). 

  

The PW 1 has exhibited the Registered Relinquishment Deed  no 900 of 1986 

as Ext 2 . I have perused the Ext 2 which fortifies the averment that the 

plaintiff and his elder brother Brajendra Narayan Roy jointly  executed a 

registered Deed of Relinquishment being no 900 dated 15/7/86 for 

the year 1986 in favour of their brother Gopal Chandra Roy and 

relinquished  their share in the land measuring 3 bigha 2 katha 4 

lessas covered by P.P no  100 (old) 181 (new) under dag no 157(old) 

299(new) and land measuring  1bigha 2 katha 16 lessas covered by 

P.P no 100: 140(old) 174 (new) under dag no 158(old) 298(new). 

The PW  2 and PW 3 also supported the evidence of PW 1 regarding execution 

of Ext 2 in favour of Gopal Ch Roy by plaintiff and Brajndra Narayan Roy 

whereby  they have relinquished their share in the land measuring 3 

bigha 2 katha 4 lessas covered by P.P no  100 (old) 181 (new) under 

dag no 157(old) 299(new) and land measuring  1bigha 2 katha 16 

lessas covered by P.P no 100: 140(old) 174 (new) under dag no 

158(old) 298(new).  

The defendant though has denied the execution of  registered Relinquishment 

deed no 900 of 1986  failed to rebut the averment of PW 1 , 2 and PW 3 by 

cross examining them or by adducing evidence of DWs. The evidence of PW 1 

, 2 and 3 remained intact and un-assailed. By adducing the evidence of PWs 

and by exhibiting the Registered Relinquishment Deed no 900 of 1986 as Ext 

1 the plaintiff has duly proved its execution and also proved that he and 

Brajendra Narayan Roy had relinquished their share in the land 

measuring 3 bigha 2 katha 4 lessas covered by P.P no  100 (old) 181 

(new) under dag no 157(old) 299(new) and land measuring  1bigha 

2 katha 16 lessas covered by P.P no 100: 140(old) 174 (new) under 
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dag no 158(old) 298(new). In view of the above it can be held that 

Gopal Roy vide Relinquishment Deed has got right , title over  the 

land measuring 3 bigha 2 katha 4 lessas covered by P.P no  100 (old) 

181 (new) under dag no 157(old) 299(new) and land measuring  

1bigha 2 katha 16 lessas covered by P.P no 100: 140(old) 174 (new) 

under dag no 158(old) 298(new). Hence he has sealable right over the 

land of  above mentioned also in the share received by him as per amicable 

partition i.e 3 bigha 2 katha 4 lessas of land  and 1 bigha 2 kathas 16 

lessas of the same village in P.P no 100:140(old) 174(new) under dag 

no 158 (old) 298(new). 

 

 

21) PW 1 further deposed that  after execution of  registered  relinquishment 

being no 900 for the year 1986, on the same day i,e on 15/7/1986 Gopal 

Chandra Roy sold land measuring  2 katha 10 lessas out of total land 

measuring 1 bigha 2 katha  16 lessas covered by P.P no 100 : 140 

(old) 174( new) under dag no 158(old) 298(new) of vill :- 

Monujuligaon  to plaintiff on sale consideration of Rs 2000/- by 

registered sale deed no 901 for the year 1986 and on the same day i. 

e 15/7/1986 delivered possession to plaintiff as such the plaintiff 

has become owner and possessor of suit land by right of  purchase 

and possession. 

 

22) It is stated that brother of plaintiff Gopal Chandra Roy on 4/4/88 sold land 

measuring 1 katha out of total out of total land measuring 1 bigha 2 kaths 16 

lessas  covered by P.P no 100 : 140 : 76 (old) 174(new) under dag no 298 of  

village Monujuligaon to the plaintiff on sale consideration of Rs 4000/- vide 

registered  sale deed no 292 for year 1988 of Dhekiajuli Sub Registry Office 

and delivered possession on the same day to plaintiff and plaintiff has become  

owner and possessor of the said purchase land by right of purchase and  

possession. It is stated that by executing registered sale deed no 901 dated 

15/7/1986 and registered sale deed no 292 dated 4/4/88 Gopal  Chandra Roy 

sold and delivered possession of total land measuring 3 kathas 10 lessas out 

of total land measuring 1 bigha 2 katha 16 lessas covered by P.P no 174 
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under dag no 298 of Vill : Monujuligaon to plaintiff which is a compact plot of 

land. Thereafter the plaintiff has mutated his name in the record of rights and 

has been paying the land revenue for the said land.  It is stated that plaintiff 

and his son have been possessing the schedule A land. 

 

23) The PW 1 has exhibited the  following documents in support of his claim:- 

Ext 3 Registered Sale deed no 901 dated 15/7/1986 

Ext 3( 1), (2), (3),(4) :-   Signature of Gopal Roy which he knows. 

Ext 3(5):- Signature of  witness Brajendra Narayan Roy which he knows. 

Ext 4 Registered Sale deed no 292  dated 4/4/1988 

Ext 4( 1), (2), (3),(4),(5) :-   Signature of Gopal Roy which he knows. 

Ext 4(6):- Signature of witness Santosh Acharjya  which he knows. 

Ext 4(7):- Signature of witness Samsuddin Ahmed which he knows. 

Ext 4(8):- Signature of  Santosh Acharjya ,identifier of Gopal Roy. 

Ext 5 Jamabandi Copy of P.P no 174 Dag no 298 

Ext 6 Mutation certificate in the name of plaintiff. 

Ext 7 Draft Citha of dag no  298 and 320. 

Ext 8 Draft Citha Dag no 299 

Ext 9 draft Jamabandi of P.P no 181/180 dag no 157/299. 

 

I have gone through the Ext 3  which shows that on 15/7/1986 Gopal 

Chandra Roy sold land measuring  2 katha 10 lessas out of total land 

measuring 1 bigha 2 katha  16 lessas covered by P.P no 100 : 140 

(old) 174( new) under dag no 158(old) 298(new) of vill :- 

Monujuligaon  to plaintiff on sale consideration of Rs 2000/- by 

registered sale deed no 901 for the year 1986 in presence of witness. 

I have also gone through Ext 4  which shows that Gopal Chandra Roy on 

4/4/88 sold land measuring 1 katha out of total out of total land measuring 1 

bigha 2 kaths 16 lessas  covered by P.P no 100 : 140 : 76 (old) 174(new) 

under dag no 298 of  village Monujuligaon to the plaintiff on sale 

consideration of Rs 4000/- vide registered  sale deed no 292 for year 1988 of 

Dhekiajuli Sub Registry Office in presence of attesting witness. 
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The evidence of PW 1 regarding execution of Ext 3 and 4  remained un 

assailed. The defendant failed to dispute the execution of Ext 3 and 4 by cross 

examining the PWs and by adducing DW evidence . On the other hand the 

evidence of PW 1 is corroborated by PW 2 and PW 3 who have deposed that 

Gopal Roy had executed Ext 3 and 4 sale deed in favour of plaintiff which 

remained un-assailed since defendant  has not cross examined the PW 2 and 

3 as such execution of Ext 3 and 4 has not been rebutted by the defendants. 

The defendants failed to  dispute the signature of Gopal Roy , Ext 3( 1), (2), 

(3),(4) and Ext 4(1),(2),(3),)(4) and (5)  by cross examining the PWs.  

 

On the other hand plaintiff by adducing evidence of PWs and exhibiting the 

Ext 3 and 4  registered sale deed have proved that Gopal Ch Roy had sold 

land vide Ext 3 and 4 in his favour and as such he as acquired title over 

schedule land on the basis of Ext 3 and 4. 

Considering the above discussion made herein above , this Court is for the 

view that the plaintiff  has right , title and interest over suit land. 

This issue is decided in affirmative in favour of plaintiff. 

 

 

24) Issue no 4 :- Whether the defendants have been illegally possessing 

the suit land since 10/6/2014  ? 

 

The PW 1 has deposed that by executing registered sale deed no 901 dated 

15/7/1986 and registered sale deed no 292 dated 4/4/88 Gopal  Chandra Roy 

sold and delivered possession of total land measuring 3 kathas 10 lessas out 

of total land measuring 1 bigha 2 katha 16 lessas covered by P.P no 174 

under dag no 298 of Vill : Monujuligaon to plaintiff which is a compact plot of 

land. Thereafter the plaintiff has mutated his name in the record of rights and 

has been paying the land revenue for the said land.  It is stated that plaintiff 

and his son have been possessing the schedule A land.  

The Ext 5 Jamabandi Copy of P.P no 174 Dag no 298, Ext 6 Mutation 

certificate in the name of plaintiff and Ext 7 Draft Citha of dag no  298 and 

320 also fortified the above averment.  
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Ext 10 (1) and Ext 10(2) are the revenue paying receipt which also shows that 

plaintiff had paid land revenue for the suit land which led to the presumpltion 

that plaintiff had been possessing the suit land after purchase from Gopal Roy. 

The PW 2 and PW 3 also corroborated that evidence of PW 1 that by 

executing registered sale deed no 901 dated 15/7/1986 and registered sale 

deed no 292 dated 4/4/88 Gopal  Chandra Roy sold and delivered possession 

of total land measuring 3 kathas 10 lessas out of total land measuring 1 bigha 

2 katha 16 lessas covered by P.P no 174 under dag no 298 of Vill : 

Monujuligaon to plaintiff which is a compact plot of land. Thereafter the 

plaintiff has mutated his name in the record of rights and has been paying the 

land revenue for the said land.  It is stated that plaintiff and his son have 

been possessing the schedule A land. 

The evidence of PW 1, 2 and 3 regarding possessing the purchased land, 

mutating the name of plaintiff in purchased land and paid land revenue for the 

same remained un-assailed. The defendant failed to rebut the evidence of 

PWs neither by cross examining the PWs nor by adducing evidence of DWs . 

Hence, from the above it is crystal clear that after purchase of schedule land 

the plaintiff had taken possessing and mutated his name and has been 

possessing the same. 

The PW 1 also deposed that plaintiff on 26/3/2014 filed petition for 

demarcation of the schedule land before the circle Officer, before Dhekiajuli 

Revenue Circle being demarcation case no 20/14 in which notices were issued 

to pattadar on 7/6/2014 and lat  mandal went to schedule land for 

measurement but defendant no 1 obstructed the laat mandal in measuring the 

schedule land. And on 10/6/2014 in a most illegal manner forcibly 

trespassed into the suit land.  When resisted by the plaintiff, the 

defendant  again obstructed the laat mandal for which the plaintiff has to 

lodge FIR.. It is stated that on and from 10/6/2014 the defendant have been  

possessing the schedule land illegally and they are liable to be evicted. 

The PW 1 has exhibited the following documents:- 

Ext 11:- certified copy of record of demarcation case no 20/14 
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Ext 11(1) main application of demarcation case no 20/14 

Ext 11(2) Report of Laat Mandal 

Ext 11(3) order of Circle Officer. 

The above documents shows that demarcation case no 20/14 was filed by 

plaintiff seeking demarcation of land of plaintiff wherein notice was issued.  

Ext 11(2) shows that  laat mandal has reported that due to resistance by 

defendant  Runu Roy S.O Gopal Roy boundary could not be demarcated. The 

above Exthibited documents fortified the averment of plaintiff that  he has 

filed case for demarcation of boundary but defendant has resisted the same. 

The defendant failed to rebut the above allegation. The evidence of PW 1 and 

on 10/6/2014 in a most illegal manner forcibly trespassed into the 

suit and has been possessing the same  land also remained un-

assailed and unrebutted. The defendant has not  adduce evidence 

either oral or documentary to show that they have been 

continuously possessing the suit land and that plaintiff was never in 

possession of suit land.  On the other hand the plaintiff by adducing PW 1 

and 2 and 3 had duly proved that  prior to 10.6/2014 plaintiff has been 

possessing the suit land and that and on 10/6/2014 in a most illegal 

manner forcibly trespassed into the suit and has been possessing the 

same . 

In issue no 3 this Court has held that plaintiff has right , title and interest over 

suit land as such defendant has no right and authority to possess the suit 

land. Since the defendant has failed to show their title over suit land as such 

the possession of suit land by defendant is illegal and liable to be evicted. 

From the above discussion , this Court held that on 10/6/2014 in a most 

illegal manner forcibly trespassed into the suit and has been 

possessing the same illegally . 

This issue is decided in affirmative. 

25) Issue no 5:- Whether the plaintiff is entitled to the decree as prayed 

for? 
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In issue no 3 this Court has held that plaintiff has right title and 

interest over suit land . In issue no 4 this Court has held that on 

10/6/2014 in a most illegal manner forcibly trespassed into the suit 

and has been possessing the same illegally.  Since, the plaintiff has right 

, title and interest over suit land as such defendant has no right and authority 

to possess the suit land. Since the defendant has failed to show their title over 

suit land as such the possession of suit land by defendant is illegal as such the 

defendant is liable to be evicted. The plaintiff is also entitled to permanent 

injunction . 

Considering the above, discussion this Court is of the opinion that 

the plaintiff is entitled to the decree as prayed for. 

This issue is decided in affirmative.  

O r d e r 

In conclusion the suit is  decreed on contest with cost. It is declared that the 

plaintiff is entitled to right title and interest over schedule  land .It is also 

declared that the plaintiff is also entitled to recover khas possession of suit 

land by evicting the defendants and his men and material from the suit land. 

The plaintiff is also entitled to prohibitory injunction restraining the defendants 

from interfering and obstructing the  possession of the plaintiff in suit land 

after eviction of defendants.  

 

 Prepare a decree accordingly. 

 

This judgment and order is delivered and operative part of this judgment is 

pronounced in the open court today, the 28th     day of February 2017 under 

my hand and seal at Tezpur. 

 

 

Munsiff no 1 

Sonitpur, Tezpur 
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APPENDIX 

(A) Plaintiff’s Witness 

PW-1 Jitendra Narayan Roy 

PW 2  Niranjan Roy 

PW 3 Dulal Nath. 

 

(B) Plaintiff’s Exhibits 

Ext 1 Power of Attorney in the name of son of plaintiff. 

Ext 2 relinquishment deed no 900 dated 15/7/1986. 

Ext 3 Registered Sale deed no 901 dated 15/7/1986 

Ext 3( 1), (2), (3),(4) :-   Signature of Gopal Roy which he knows. 

Ext 3(5):- Signature of  witness Brajendra Narayan Roy which he knows. 

Ext 4 Registered Sale deed no 292  dated 4/4/1988 

Ext 4( 1), (2), (3),(4),(5) :-   Signature of Gopal Roy which he knows. 

Ext 4(6):- Signature of witness Santosh Acharjya  which he knows. 

Ext 4(7):- Signature of witness Samsuddin Ahmed which he knows. 

Ext 4(8):- Signature of  Santosh Acharjya ,identifier of Gopal Roy. 

Ext 5 Jamabandi Copy of P.P no 174 Dag no 298 

Ext 6 Mutation certificate in the name of plaintiff. 

Ext 7 Draft Citha of dag no  298 and 320. 
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Ext 8 Draft Citha Dag no 299 

Ext 9 draft Jamabandi of P.P no 181/180 dag no 157/299. 

Ext 10(1) and (2) land revenue paying receipt. 

Ext 11:- certified copy of record of demarcation case no 20/14 

Ext 11(1) main application of demarcation case no 20/14 

Ext 11(2) Report of Laat Mandal 

Ext 11(3) order of Circle Officer. 

Ext 12  certified copy of Misc case no 24/145/146/2015 

Ext 12(1) main application. 

Ext 12(2) report submitted by police 

Ext 12(3) Notice sent to defendant. 

  

 (C) Defendants witness 

 (D)Defendants exhibits  

Nil 

 

 

Munsiff no1, 

Sonitpur Tezpur 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


